
Samhain Live DVD Review

SAMHAIN - 'Live 1984 @ The Stardust' DVD 

Samhain, All Murder, All Guts, All Fun, Macabre, Die, Die My Darling, The Shift, The Howl, Black Dream, I Am Misery, 
Halloween II, The Hungry End, Unholy Passion, Horror Business, He-Who-Can-Not-Be-Named, Archangel, Moribund

The only thing I can say after watching this classic Samhain set is "f___ amazing." Don't expect a great edit or 
necessarily great camera work, but the footage is untouchable. We've all seen terrible live bootlegs floating around. Good 
thing the Samhain boxset released in '99 helped bring some quality Samhain footage to the fans. Now this is just the icing 

on the cake. Samhain live and raw. Upfront, closeup, sweat and all. If you were not lucky enough to be there, you will 
definately want to watch this.

Some really incredible live footage of Glenn Danzig circa '84 at the Stardust Ballroom in Hollywood, CA as well as killer 
footage of Eerie Von, Steve Zing, and Damien. They all look so young while you notice Glenn being the one behind the 

driving brutal force of Samahin. Hear Samhain play killer tracks from both "Initium" and "Unholy Passion." Also some old 
classics make it to the setlist such as "Die, Die My Darling" and "Horror Biz", Samhain style. Some classic moments as 

well where Glenn smiles and cracks a joke to the camera. And wait until you see the band go into "Archangel". Some of 
the best footage I have ever seen. 
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Samhain Live DVD Review

There is no question this will be a must for any Misfits - Samhain - Danzig fan. This Samhain DVD is due to hit stores 
October 25th! Happy Samhain!

8/25/05 - by Devilman138 
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